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GRUNDIG 60CM MULTI-FUNCTION OVEN WITH DIVIDE & COOK TECHNOLOGY

SKU: GEZST47000BP

The perfect dinner party companion, this multi-function oven's generous 80L capacity gives you
ample room to prepare plenty of food. Grundig's Divide & Cook technology uses two fans,
allowing you to split the oven to cook two dishes at different temperatures and durations,
without any mixture of flavours. And, when you've finished cooking, the self-cleaning functions
can burn off dirt and grease at 480°C, which can be easily wiped away at the end of the
programme.
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Oven, Ventura, Ventura Malta

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

80 LITRES USABLE OVEN CAPACITY

Now you can welcome more guests: the usable oven cavity has been enlarged to 80 litres. It is one of
the biggest on the market with an overall gross capacity of 89 litres without the trays and racking.

Self-cleaning Functions

Taking the effort out of heavy-duty oven cleaning, our pyrolytic self-cleaning programmes boost your
oven’s temperature to 480°C, reducing stubborn grease and dirt to dust which can be easily wiped
away at the end of the programme. You can also choose the 90-minute Eco option to save up to 25%
in energy when there’s less dirt for your oven to clean.

SOFT CLOSING DOOR

Fitted with a soft-closing hinge mechanism, our quiet oven doors prevent slamming sounds to help
make your kitchen a more peaceful place to be.

MEAT OPTIMISER

Our intelligent Meat Optimiser can cook your meat exactly how you like it, for truly professional-style
cooking. Simply attach the temperature probe to your oven cavity and select rare, medium or well-
done, for meat that's cooked to perfection with minimal input from you.

Telescopic Wire Shelves

Providing safe and simple access to your food while it’s cooking, our telescopic wire shelves can glide
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smoothly in and of the oven. Their ability to support themselves without being held makes them ideal
for serving up, or for making finishing touches to your food before it enters the oven.

Cool Touch Door

Four layers of glass ensure that the temperature of the oven door does not exceed 70°C, even when
the heat inside the oven reaches 500°C.

Divide & Cook

A multi-tasking marvel, Divide & Cook allows you to cook two separate dishes simultaneously, but at
different temperatures and cooking durations. Two circulating fans ensure each dish is cooked evenly
- without any mingling of aromas. And, if you’re just cooking one dish, the divider can save energy by
only heating the top or bottom section of the oven.

SPECIFICATIONS

Oven Functions

Static Cooking
Fan Defrost
Fan Grilling
3D Cooking
Half Grill Cooking
Static Cooking+Fan (Fan Assist)
Slow Cooking
Warm Keeping
Bottom Heater
Bottom + Fan Cooking (Pizza)
Fan Heating
Full Grill Cooking
Cooling Fan
H x W x D mm – 595 x 594 x 567
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WARRANTY

3 years parts and labor

NOTES
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